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▪ Focus on responsible use of GenAI

▪ We offer advice and information to 

our students, teachers, researchers 

and other staff

▪ We set restrictions on use in exams 

and publications 

▪ We exchange and discuss practices 

within and between NL universities

General statement on GenAI
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https://www.wur.nl/en/about-wur/our-values/integrity/generative-artificial-intelligence-ai-at-wur.htm


Generative AI in education at WUR
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Source: Alphafold; Q8W3K0: A potential plant disease resistance protein. Mean pLDDT 82.24



Support education
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▪ Student support pages, e.g.:

▪ Do not use AI as a replacement of skills

▪ Think of the limitations

▪ Reference the AI you’re using

▪ Workshops for teachers, e.g.:

▪ Adjusting assignments to a world with AI

▪ How to discuss the use of AI with students

▪ How AI can be used in (preparing) education

▪ Advice to individual teachers

▪ Collecting and sharing best practices

https://intranet.wur.nl/Project/GenerativeArtificialIntelligenceAIatWUR/Pages/lEgWveQheEijRjo4JQ3XWg


Rules and regulations (Examining boards)
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“Any use of artificial intelligence (AI) to create ready-made content of an 
assignment is considered an irregularity that may lead to suspicion of fraud, 
unless the use of AI is explicitly allowed in the assignment description.” 

In other words:
▪ AI may be used, but not to create complete texts in the assignment
▪ Examiners may set other rules and conditions per assignment.
▪ Violation is considered fraud

But:
▪ Difficult to detect
▪ Different opinions/practices among teachers

Article 16, paragraph 3 of the 2023-2024 Rules & Regulations

https://www.wur.nl/en/education-programmes/current-students/student-charter-2023-2024.htm#:~:text=Rules%20and%20Regulations%20Examining%20Boards%20of%20Wageningen%20University


▪ Ask AI to help find relevant scientific papers

● Elicit (https://elicit.org/)

● ResearchRabbit (https://researchrabbit.ai/)

▪ Use AI to write simple scripts to speed up (but not 
replace) data processing

● ChatGPT (https://chat.openai.com/) 

▪ Use AI to improve spelling / grammar

● Grammarly (https://app.grammarly.com/)

● Quillbot (https://quillbot.com/grammar-check)

Examples: what do we allow/recommend?
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https://elicit.org/
https://researchrabbit.ai/
https://chat.openai.com/
https://app.grammarly.com/
https://quillbot.com/grammar-check


(Generative-)AI in research at WUR
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Source: Alphafold; Q8W3K0: A potential plant disease resistance protein. Mean pLDDT 82.24



▪ Since introduction ChatGPT (Nov. 2022) use of (generative-) AI accelerated; 

▪ Major promises and discoveries of AI use in life sciences (e.g. Alphafold);

▪ Threat of lagging behind other global players is significant. 

▪ Current AI applications in research conditioned by private agendas & tools (e.g. 
ChatGPT)*

▪ Risks for research integrity (e.g. liability and reproducibility)

▪ All universities pose question: How to deal with GenAI in research?

What we see:
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* Scoping_paper_AI.pdf (europa.eu)

https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2023-07/Scoping_paper_AI.pdf


▪ General statement on generative AI use 

▪ Vibrant community of researchers developing and using AI; 

▪ AI Taskforce and a steering committee installed, Legal experts included

▪ Strategic research programmes on development and use of AI 

▪ Rules and guidelines for AI use in (PhD) research under construction.

What we have / do @WUR:
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@WUR

▪ Dedicated and systemic WUR policy on AI use (aligned with integrity policies)

▪ AI support office @WUR to facilitate and advice on uptake of AI in research

▪ Training/assistance researchers on development and use of AI @WUR

Beyond WUR

▪ National and EU agreement on AI use in research practices

▪ Organized input universities in development / implementation of EU AI ACT

▪ Joint development reliable and open LLM and / or scientific AI platform

What we need:
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